
I’m Brian Rasnow, a lecturer in physics. I’m can’t resist this chance to advertise 2 
courses next term that relate to nuclear power: “Energy and Society” explores the 
underlying issues that drive us to nuclear power, and “Radioactivity and Radiobiology” 
focuses on biological effects, good and bad, of radioactivity.  
 
One of the activities we did in last year’s Radioactivity class was to model a nuclear 
accident at Pt. Mugu, a hypothetical explosion on a nuclear powered submarine.  Having 
thought through a nuclear disaster, my students and I could better understand the initial 
events unfolding in Japan, and I think empathize with the workers – heroes trying to save 
the reactors and their countryside. 
 
These reactors were made by GE and rated fail once every 300,000 years. So it should 
take more than the lifetime of the universe for 3 of them to melt down in the same week. 
Clearly the tsunami co-related these events. That wasn’t supposed to be possible 
according to design, just as all the supposedly independent backup generators weren’t 
designed to flood at once. So this accident wasn’t due to an act of nature, but to a design 
flaw, to human error in design and concept, that failed to recognize how nature can 
conspire to couple things that the designers wrongly considered as independent.    
 
How could the designers make these mistakes? Why didn’t the regulators catch them? 
Could similar mistakes be lurking in the designs of the over 100 nuclear power plants in 
the USA? The Union of Concerned Scientists recently revealed a reactor at Diablo 
Canyon ran for 18 months with an inoperative emergency core cooling system. This 
‘independent’ backup prevents meltdown if the primary cooling system shuts down, as 
would have happened in an earthquake.  Diablo isn’t an isolated incident in the US, and 
the pattern of weak penalties from government regulators suggests a relatively lax view 
of safety is tolerated and is profitable to the nuclear power industry. 
 
My optimistic hopes for the outcome of this disaster include:  

1. The workers quickly regain control of cooling, and stop radioactivity leaks. 
2. Worker’s exposure and injury are low, & they get big bonuses for bravery. 
3. Independent analyses reveal the underlying causes of these accidents and what 

might have prevented them from spiraling this far out of control. 
4. We apply those lessons not just to nukes in the US, but to other dangerous, 

complex systems prone to the same kinds of risk/benefit challenges.  
5. Those who benefited by deciding to increase public risk are punished. 
6. We recognize the public needs independent, trustworthy sources of information, 

and invest in those channels. If a nuclear disaster happened near you, then who 
would you believe? When GE owns both the reactor and NBC? Congress just 
defunded NPR, and our elected officials have pathetically low credibility.  

7. We should value the fact that photovoltaic and wind power plants can never fail 
this catastrophically. That fundamental safety should be worth something.  

8. We start to take seriously our addiction to and wasteful use of energy.  
 

• We base our expectations of risk on our daily experience, which is inappropriate for 
low probability/high cost, high impact catastrophes.  

• We’ve lost our abilities to manage catastrophes, because we’ve become efficient, and 
it’s not efficient to remain prepared for low probability events. 



• To deal properly with risk, we need to deal with waste for 10k years – longer than any 
civilization has existed. 

• Worldwide, 81% of nuke reactors are >21 years old.  
• China has 28 nukes under construction.  


